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INC

 We are the only
company in Colombia

to make fireproof
and high visibility

clothing 100% cotton

INDUSTRIAL 
SAFETY CLOTHING



Who we are?
We make industrial safety clothing. We design, manufacture, and commercialize high 
quality clothing to meet the needs of endowment at the corporate level and safety at 
the industrial level.

We are motivated by the safety of our customers; employees, for this reason we 
ensure that we mitigate risks and accidents in plants when designing and distributing 
safe garments. 

Our products are made with domestic and imported certified fabrics and threads of 
the highest quality. We have forged partnerships with national and international 
suppliers such as 3M, Lafayette, Satanense,Fabricato, Coltejer, Coats, among 
others.

Our current infrastructure allows us to concentrate the most critical production 
processes in one place, starting with the design and patterning of the clothes until 
storage in the finished product warehouse..

We design, manufacture and commercialize high quality clothing to cover corporate 
and industrial safety endowment needs.
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HISTORICAL 
REVIEW

We have more than 25 years of accumulated experience under our Rott+co 
brand, which has more than 67 stores nationwide.
Knowledge, experience, relationships, and our production structure make us 
the ideal ally to deliver value and quality in every cloth we design.

Robust relational structure, which translates into strong and 
path relationships with important suppliers in the industry.

Our current infrastructure allows us to concentrate the most 
critical production processes in one place, starting with the 
design and patterning of the garments until storage in the fini-
shed product warehouse.
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REGULATIONS

At INC we meet two primary business needs; Mandatory endowment of uniforms and 
corporate clothing and the supply of industrial safety clothing.
Industrial safety clothing must meet several safety conditions to ensure the protection of 
the collaborator according to the nature of the risk of the activity carried out.
The following classification should be considered to determine the most appropriate type 
of clothing:

FIREPROOF AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
PROTECTION CLOTHING

EN ISO 11611 Class 1, which indicates protection against sparks and small metal dro-
plets; Class 2, indicates protection against large amounts of sparks and larger metal dro-
plets.
NFPA 2112 defines minimum basic safety specifications as well as test methods for clo-
thing flame resistance for personal fire protection.
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HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING

The characteristics of high visibility clothing used as a working uniform are defined in 
European standards EN 471:2003 and in the American standards ANSI / ISEA 107 - 
2004.
Other elements that comprise high-visibility garments are the reflective tapes attached. 
This type of tape meets and exceeds the international high visibility standards EN 471 
and the American standards ANSI / ISEA 107- 2010
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PRODUCTS

We have 3 lines where we cover the endowment and industrial safety needs of our 
customers.

CORPORATE IMAGE
Its objective is to communicate through clothing the brand identity of the companies, each one 
of these are manufactured in high quality fabrics ensuring comfort and durability for the end 
user.

White presentation shirt – 100% cotton long sleeve:
Ideal for communicating your company's brand identity by formally presenting your 
employees.



Jacket – 100% polyester:
Ideal for communicating your company's brand identity by presenting your collaborators 
outdoors.
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Polo camibuso – short cotton-polyester sleeve:
Ideal for communicating your company's brand identity by casually presenting your 
employees.

Jean Classic:
Ideal for the comfort and the personal presentation of collaborators.
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BASIC INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Its goal is to protect the collaborators with functional and high-quality clothing without losing 
comfort or design. This line is characterized by being manufactured with customized materials 
complying with the minimum standards of industrial safety of each company and based on 
regulations at national and international level.

Orange shirt long sleeve :
 Industrial safety 100% cotton with reflective tape.

Blue vest, 100% cotton drill:
Ideal for communicating your company's brand identity by presenting your collaborators 
outdoors.
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Blue shirt:
100% cotton long sleeves with bi-color reflective tape.

Jean Classic:
5 pockets, 100% 14-ounce cotton with reflective tape.

Blue shirt:
100% cotton with reflective tape
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SPECIALIZED INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Its objective is to protect employees from high industrial risks with fireproof and high visibility 
clothing made of fabrics with a high level of specialization.

Fire retardant overol:
100% high visibility cotton with reflective tape and fireproof yarns.

Overol retardate to fire:
Yellow with 100% cotton high visibility blue with reflective tape fireproof threads.
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Yellow shirt long sleeves: 
Retardant to fire high visibility 100% cotton with reflective tape fireproof threads.

.

Classic fire retardant jean:
100% cotton with reflective ribbons and fire retardant threads.

Jacket:
100% high visibility cotton with 3M reflective tape.
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CONTACT 
INFORMATION

Ibagué, Colombia
Address: Transversal 1 sur #44- 229 Industrial Zone the Old 
Papayo Red Cross.

Phones: +57 310 2385217 - +57 318 3609816

Mail: german.ramos@me.com - chris.brazon@inccorporate.co

Skype: germanrm1


